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The authorsexaminetwo aspects of brandloyalty,purchaseloyaltyand attitudinal
loyalty,as linkingvariablesin
the chainof effectsfrombrandtrustand brandaffectto brandperformance
(marketshareand relativeprice).The
controls(hedonicvalueand utilitarian
modelincludesproduct-level,
convalue)and brand-level
category-related
and share of voice).The authorscompilean aggregatedata set for 107 brandsfrom
trols(branddifferentiation
threeseparatesurveysof consumersand brandmanagers.The resultsindicatethatwhenthe product-and brandlevelvariablesare controlledfor,brandtrustand brandaffectcombineto determinepurchaseloyaltyand attitudinal loyalty.Purchaseloyalty,inturn,leads to greatermarketshare,and attitudinal
loyaltyleadsto a higherrelative
of these results.
priceforthe brand.The authorsdiscuss the managerialimplications
premiumsand marketsharehave been closely

Price
associated with the increasingly salient concept of

brandequity (Aaker 1996; Bello and Holbrook 1995;
Holbrook 1992; Park and Srinivasan 1994; Winters 1991).
These outcomes, which in turn drive brand profitability,
depend on various aspects of brand loyalty. Specifically,
brand-loyal consumers may be willing to pay more for a
brandbecause they perceive some unique value in the brand
that no alternativecan provide (Jacoby and Chestnut 1978;
Pessemier 1959; Reichheld 1996). This uniqueness may
derive from greatertrustin the reliabilityof a brandor from
more favorableaffect when customers use the brand.Similarly, brand loyalty leads to greater marketshare when the
same brand is repeatedly purchased by loyal consumers,
irrespective of situational constraints (Assael 1998). Furthermore, because of various affective factors, loyal consumers may use more of the brand-that is, may like using
the brandor identify with its image (Upshaw 1995). In summary, superiorbrandperformanceoutcomes such as greater
market share and a premium price (relative to the leading
competitor) may result from greatercustomer loyalty. This
loyalty, in turn,may be determinedby trustin the brandand
by feelings or affect elicited by the brand.
The importanceof brandloyalty has been recognized in
the marketingliteraturefor at least three decades (Howard
and Sheth 1969, p. 232). In this connection, Aaker (1991)
has discussed the role of loyalty in the brandequity process
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and has specifically noted that brandloyalty leads to certain
marketing advantages such as reduced marketing costs,
more new customers,and greatertradeleverage.In addition,
Dick and Basu (1994) suggest other loyalty-relatedmarketing advantages,such as favorableword of mouthand greater
resistance among loyal consumersto competitive strategies.
Yet despite the clear managerialrelevance of brandloyalty,
conceptual and empirical gaps remain. Specifically, with
some exceptions (Oliver 1999; Zeithaml, Berry, and Parasuraman 1996), our conceptualizations of brand loyalty
emphasize only the behavioral dimension of that concept,
thereby neglecting its attitudinalcomponents and its relationship with other variablesat both the consumerand market levels. Therefore,
Eventhoughmanymarketershaveemphasizedthe need
to define brand loyalty beyond operationalmeasures
(mostlysequenceof purchases),the nomologyof brand
loyalty in behavioraltheory(i.e., its relationshipswith
otherconceptsin the expandingvocabulary
of marketing
research)requiresstrongerintegration.(Dick and Basu
1994,p. 99)
The presentstudy explores the relationshipamong brand
trust,brandaffect, and brandperformanceoutcomes (market
share and relativeprice) with an emphasis on understanding
the linking role played by brandloyalty.Towardthis end, we
furtherexamine the effects of two generalproduct-level,category-related control variables (hedonic and utilitarian
value) on brandtrust and brandaffect and the effect of two
brand-level control variables (brand differentiation and
share of voice) on marketshare and relative price. If these
relationshipsexist, measures of brandtrustand brandaffect
can be included(along with existing measuresof brandloyalty and brandequity) in our assortmentof brand-valuation
techniques (Keller 1993). Moreover, marketing managers
can justify expenditureson promotionsto create such long-
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term consumer effects as brandtrust and brandaffect. Furthermore,our understandingof the process of brandloyalty
and brandperformancewill benefit from an empiricallysupportedexplanationfor these crucial marketingconcepts.
We use brands-that is, specific brandedversionsof particularproductclasses-as the units of analysis in this study.
This enables us to bringconsumer-levelnotions of trustand
affect toward brands into the same plane as market-level
measures of brand performancesuch as market share and
relative price, which are at the level of the brand.We do this
by averagingacross consumerresponsesand thus arrivingat
single brand-specificscores for the notions of brandtrust,
brandaffect, and brandloyalty.We then merge these scores
with data on marketshare and relativeprice to create a single data set at the level of brandsas the units of analysis. We
do not mean to suggest in any way that brandsthemselves
are capable of affect or trust,but ratherthat brandshave the
response potentialto elicit affect and trustfrom consumers.
The brandscores thus representthe averageresponse potential of the brandin termsof the trust,affect, or loyalty that it
is capable of eliciting from consumers.These brandscores
also include data on the product-categorycharacteristicsof
the brand. As explained in the "Methods"section, these
product-level,category-relatedscores control for the effect
of the product category on the theoretical relationshipsof
interest. This helps us extricate the relationshipsthat are at
the level of the brandalone.
In what follows, we begin by defining the constructsof
interest and developing a model of the relationshipsamong
these constructs.To developourhypotheses,we drawfromthe
new and emergingconcepts of relationshipmarketing,brand
equity,and doublejeopardy.Here, we proposethatinsteadof
representingseparate,competing,or antitheticalorientations,
these conceptualizationscan be reconciledand integratedas
crucialaspectsin an overallprocessof branddevelopmentand
brandperformance.In this direction,we presentthe methods,
measures, and results of three surveys designed to test the
hypothesesof interest.We discuss the resultsin termsof their
managerialrelevanceand implicationsfor furtherresearch.

Model
Background
Oliver (1999, p. 34) defines brandloyalty as
a preto rebuyor repatronize
a deeplyheld commitment
ferredproduct/service
consistentlyin the future,thereby
or samebrand-setpurchascausingrepetitivesame-brand
ing, despitesituationalinfluencesand marketingefforts
havingthe potentialto causeswitchingbehavior.
This definition emphasizes the two different aspects of
brandloyalty that have been described in previous work on
the concept-behavioral and attitudinal(Aaker 1991;Assael
1998; Day 1969; Jacoby and Chestnut 1978; Jacoby and
Kyner 1973; Oliver 1999; Tucker 1964). Behavioral,or purchase, loyalty consists of repeatedpurchases of the brand,
whereas attitudinalbrandloyalty includesa degree of dispositional commitment in terms of some unique value associated with the brand.We propose in Figure I thatbrandshigh
in consumertrustand affect are linked throughboth attitudi-
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nal and purchaseloyalty (also among consumers)to greater
marketshare and premiumprices in the marketplace.'
Consider,for example, a diner who patronizesonly one
restaurant.One explanationfor this behaviorcould involve a
lack of knowledgeof otherrestaurantsand thushabituationto
a single place of patronage.Anotherpossible explanationis
has foundthat
thatthe consumerhas visited otherrestaurants;
restaurantsdifferin quality,convenience,service,andso forth;
has discovereda particularrestaurantthat can be trustedand
relied on in terms of these criteria;and now chooses to frequentthis restaurantratherthanother,less trustworthyplaces.
Anotherscenario is that the customermight have developed
strongemotionalties with the restaurantor with its staff.This
brandaffect leads to greatercommitmentin the formof attitudinalloyaltyanda willingnessnot only to revisittherestaurant
but also to pay a premiumprice for the pleasure involved.
Moreover,the loyal consumermay even increasehis or her
usualfrequencyof eating out every week (insteadof cooking
at home), thusprovidingthe favoriterestaurantwith increases
in sales. The consumermay now also find other uses for the
restaurant,such as orderingtake-outfood when in a hurry,
encouraginggroupvisits with friends,askingthe staff to cater
a party,and so on. All this will generateadditionalsales and
consequentprofitablebrandoutcomesfor the restaurant.
In the present study, brandaffect is defined as a brand's
potential to elicit a positive emotional response in the average consumer as a result of its use. In consonance with the
definition of trust provided by Moorman, Zaltman, and
Deshpande (1992, p. 315) and Morgan and Hunt (1994, p.
23), we define brandtrust as the willingness of the average
consumer to rely on the ability of the brand to perform its
stated function. Moorman,Zaltman,and Deshpande(1992)
and Doney and Cannon (1997) both also stress that the
notion of trust is only relevant in situations of uncertainty
(e.g., when greater versus lesser differences among brands
occur). Specifically, trustreduces the uncertaintyin an environment in which consumers feel especially vulnerable
because they know they can rely on the trustedbrand.
Doney andCannon(1997, p. 37) suggestthatthe construct
of trustinvolvesa "calculativeprocess"basedon the abilityof
an objector party(e.g., a brand)to continueto meet its obligationsandon an estimationof the costs versusrewardsof staying in the relationship.At the same time, Doney and Cannon
point out thattrustinvolvesan inferenceregardingthe benevolence of the firm to act in the best interestsof the customer
basedon sharedgoals and values.Thus, beliefs aboutreliability, safety, and honesty are all importantfacets of trust that
people incorporatein their operationalizationof trust, as we
discuss subsequently.Overall,we view brandtrustas involving a processthatis well thoughtout andcarefullyconsidered.
whereasthe developmentof brandaffect is more spontaneous,
more immediate,and less deliberatelyreasonedin nature.
IThis frameworkdraws on assumptions made at the level of
individualconsumers, whereas the data in the study are compiled
at the level of aggregated responses. This is not uncommon. As
Fox, Reddy, and Rao (1997, pp. 253-54) point out, "The conceptual basis for most observedaggregate(macro)phenomenais at the
disaggregate, individual (micro) level." See also the other references cited by these authorsin defense of this treatment.

FIGURE1
A Model of Brand Loyalty and Brand Performance
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The model in Figure 1 also includes certain productlevel, category-relatedcontrol variables (hedonic and utilitarian value) and certain brand-levelcontrol variables that
are discussed fully in a later section (see "ControlVariables"). Researchers have suggested that the productcategory characteristics will influence brand-level effects
(such as brand trust, brand affect, brand loyalty, or brand
performance). Categorization and schema theory (Lurigio
and Carroll 1985; Sujan 1985) appears to bear this out.
These theories both suggest that product-categorycognitions are likely to precede thoughts and feelings about
brands within the product category. According to categorization theory (Sujan 1985), people form categories of the
stimuli around them, and new stimuli (e.g., brands) are
understoodaccording to how they fit into these existing categories. Thus, prior knowledge of the product category
determinesthe type of evaluationthat a brandstimulus will
evoke. Similarly, schema theory (Lurigio and Carroll 1985)
suggests that people form abstract schemata from prior
knowledge and experience and then use these schemata(say,
product categories) to evaluate new information (say, on
brands). Hedonic and utilitarian values can thus be conceived of as abstractlyrepresentingtwo types of knowledge
gathered from prior experience with the product category
for use in evaluating individual brands within that product
category.

Hypotheses
As mentioned previously, it has been suggested that brand
loyalty includes some degree of predispositionalcommitment towarda brand(Aaker 1991; Assael 1998; Beatty and
Kahle 1988; Jacoby and Chestnut 1978). Therefore, our
notion of brandloyalty in this study includes both purchase
loyalty and attitudinalloyalty (Figure 1). Purchaseloyalty is
defined as the willingness of the averageconsumerto repurchase the brand.Attitudinalloyalty is the level of commitment of the averageconsumertowardthe brand.
We propose that brand trust and brandaffect are each
related to both purchaseand attitudinalloyalty. This proposition stems from the emergingtheoryof brandcommitment
(similarto brandloyalty) in relationshipmarketing(Fournier
1998; Gundlach,Achrol, andMentzer 1995;Moorman,Zaltman, and Deshpande 1992; Morganand Hunt 1994; Webster
1992). Brand trust and brandaffect appearto serve as key
determinantsof brandloyalty or brandcommitment,consistent with the concept of one-to-one marketingrelationships.
Brand trust leads to brand loyalty or commitment
because trustcreates exchange relationshipsthat are highly
valued (Morgan and Hunt 1994). Indeed, commitment has
been defined as "an enduring desire to maintain a valued
relationship"(Moorman,Zaltman,and Deshpande 1992, p.
316). Thus, loyalty or commitment underlies the ongoing
process of continuing and maintaininga valued and important relationship that has been created by trust. In other
words, trustand commitmentshould be associated, because
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trust is importantin relationalexchanges and commitment
is also reserved for such valued relationships.In this connection, Moorman, Zaltman, and Deshpande (1992) and
Morgan and Hunt (1994) find that trust leads to commitment in business-to-businessrelationalexchanges. Thus, we
suggest thatbrandtrustwill contributeto both purchaseloyalty and attitudinalloyalty. Trustedbrands should be purchased more often and should evoke a higher degree of attitudinalcommitment.
HI:Brandtrustis positivelyrelatedto both(a) purchaseloyaltyand(b) attitudinal
loyalty.
In the context of maintainingbrand relationships,the
emotional determinantsof brand loyalty or commitment
need to be considered separately. Gundlach, Achrol, and
Mentzer(1995) suggest that commitmentis associated with
positive affect and that though this may preventthe explorationof other alternativesin the shortrun, steady customer
benefits are likely to accrue from such affective bonding in
the long run. In particular,these authorsview such a relationshipor "affectiveattachment"(p. 79) to be most beneficial in uncertainenvironments.Ourexpectationof a positive
relationshipbetween brandaffect and brandcommitmentor
loyalty is further predicated on the ties between positive
emotional feelings and close interpersonal relationships
(Berscheid 1983). In this connection, Berscheid (1983) isolates two critical aspects of a close emotionalrelationshipnamely, the magnitudeof the affect (intensity)and its hedonic sign (positive/negative). We suggest that the close
relationshipof a brandwith its consumers(i.e., commitment)
also tends to reflect the level of positive affect generatedby
that brand. Strong and positive affective responses will be
associated with high levels of brandcommitment.Similarly,
Dick and Basu (1994) have proposed that brand loyalty
should be greater under conditions of more positive emotional mood or affect. Thus, brands that make consumers
"happy"or "joyful"or "affectionate"should promptgreater
purchaseand attitudinalloyalty. People may not always purchase the brandsthey "love"for reasonsof high price and so
forth. In general, however, brandsthat are higher in brand
affect should be purchasedmore often and should encourage
greaterattitudinalcommitment.Therefore,
H2:Brandaffectis positivelyrelatedto both(a) purchaseloyaltyand(b) attitudinal
loyalty.
Figure I furthersuggests that the variablesof purchase
loyalty and attitudinalloyalty contributeto brandoutcomes
such as marketshare and relativeprice. Here, as elsewhere,
market share is defined as a brand's sales taken as a percentage of sales for all brands in the productcategory.We
expect that brands higher in purchase loyalty will also be
higher in market share because of higher levels of repeat
purchases by the brand's users. This expectation is predicated on the theory of double jeopardy (McPhee 1963),
which has been advancedas one of the few "lawlike"generalizations in marketing(Ehrenberg,Goodhardt,and Barwise
1990, p. 90) and is supportedby a considerablebody of evidence (see also Donthu 1994; Faderand Schmittlein 1993).
The double-jeopardytheory specifies that brands with
smaller market share are at a disadvantagecompared with
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brandswith largermarketsharein two ways: First,they have
fewer buyers;second, they are purchasedless frequentlyby
these few buyers. In contrast, more popular brands with
larger market shares have more buyers and are purchased
more often by these buyers. In short, relevantto our present
concerns, brandswith greaterpurchasingloyalty should and
do exhibit greater market shares, with a correlation of
approximately r = .60 for frequently purchased products
(Ehrenberg,Goodhardt,and Barwise 1990, p. 83). Accordingly, we can expect a positive relationship between a
brand'smarketshare and the purchaseloyalty of its buyers.
The caveat must be made that increasing purchase loyalty
results in increasedmarketshare only if the size of the targeted segment is large enough and if other segments (e.g.,
present heavy users of the brand) are not alienated by any
changes in marketingstrategy.Also, this discussion may be
more appropriatefor national or internationalbrands than
for regional or local brands.These caveats notwithstanding,
H3:Marketshareincreasesas purchaseloyaltyincreases.
Relative price is defined as the price of a brandrelative
to that of its leading competitor.We use relative price as an
aspect of brandperformancewith the caveat that in evaluating this performance,price should be considered in conjunction with the costs of maintainingthe brand(which, in
the present case, we assume to be roughly equal among
competitors and/orheld constant by partialingout share of
voice as a control variable,as describedsubsequently).
Consumers'price perceptionsof brandshave been found
to be unrelatedto brandloyalty (Yoo, Donthu,andLee 2000).
However, when actual ratherthan perceived relative price
measuresare used, we proposethatbrandshigherin attitudinal loyalty will commandhigher relativeprices. This proposition draws on the theory of brandequity, which has been
described by the MarketingScience Instituteas "the set of
associationsand behavioron the partof a brand'scustomers,
channel members, and parent corporationthat permits the
brandto earngreatervolume or greatermarginsthanit could
without the brandname"(Leuthesser 1988, p. 31). Winters
(1991) and Aaker (1996) have reviewed different ways of
assessing brandequity,andboth authorsreachthe conclusion
thatthe price of a brandin the marketplaceis a criticalaspect
of its brandequity.Furthermore,Holbrook(1992; Bello and
Holbrook 1995) defines brand equity operationallyas the
price premiumassociatedwith a given brandname across a
rangeof productcategories.Moreover,to cite Keller( 1993, p.
9), "Consumerswith a strong,favorablebrandattitudeshould
be more willing to pay premiumpricesfor the brand."In other
words, greaterattitudinalloyalty should lead to greaterwillingness to sacrifice by paying a premiumprice for a valued
brand.Therefore,on the basis of the literature,we expect a
significantand positive relationshipbetween a brand'sattitudinal loyalty and its relativeprice in the marketplace.
loyaltyincreases.
H4:Relativepriceincreasesas attitudinal
Control Variables
Although they are not of primarytheoretical interestto our
study, we include in our model control variables that have
been found in prior research to affect brand outcomes.

Beyond whateversubstantiveinterestthese control variables
possess in theirown right,theirmajorpurposehere is to help
remove statistical noise due to omitted-variablesbias in a
case in which we can captureeffects that have been shown
elsewhere to make a difference.
Brand-level control variables. Smith and Park (1992)
find that the degree of branddifferentiationis significantly
related to marketshare. With some exceptions, the brand's
share of voice has also tended to account for marketshare
(Jones 1990). Furthermore,branddifferentiationmayjustify
a higher relative price. Also, share of voice may reflect differences in advertisingexpendituresand thereforemay also
tend to affect relative price. Thus, controlling for these variables statisticallyby including them with the other independent variablesof interest provides for a strongertest of our
hypotheses regardingthe impact of brandloyalty on the relevant brandperformanceoutcomes (while branddifferentiation and share of voice are held constant).
Product-level, category-related control variables. In
presenting an alternativeto the usual decision-orientedperspective on consumer behavior, Holbrook and Hirschman
(1982) advocate research on the experiential aspects of
human consumption in which emotions and feelings of
enjoyment or pleasureare key outcomes. They also propose
two differenttypes of consumption:utilitarianproductswith
tangible or objective features and hedonic products with
nontangibleor subjectivefeaturesthatproducea pleasurable
response from consumers. More recently, other researchers
have attempted to measure the hedonic versus utilitarian
aspects of consumption (Babin, Darden, and Griffin 1994;
Batra and Ahtola 1991; Mano and Oliver 1993; Spangenberg, Voss, and Crowley 1997). Viewed broadly, these two
aspects of hedonic and utilitarianvalue correspond to the
archetypalconstructsof emotion and reason.In this connection, it has been found that affect and reason meaningfully
describe a variety of productcategories (Buck et al. 1995).
In a similar spirit, we adopt the hedonic and utilitarianvalue
of productsas basic and fundamentaldescriptorsof productcategory characteristics.We define hedonic value as the
pleasure potential of a productclass and utilitarianvalue as
the ability to performfunctions in the everydaylife of a consumer. Note that hedonic value and utilitarianvalue are not
considered in this study to represent two ends of a single
continuum. Instead, we view them as two potentially
orthogonal types of value, and we suggest that productsare
best conceived as offering some degree of both.2
Hedonic and utilitarianvalue reflect two contrastingparadigms in consumer behaviortheory.Specifically, the information-processing paradigm (e.g., Bettman 1979) regards
consumer behavior as largely objective and rationaland as
oriented toward problem solving. Thus, brand trust (which
involves a calculative process, as described previously)
2Asone of thereviewersof thisarticlepointsout,thedistinction
betweenhedonicandutilitarian
valuemaydependon whetherthe
relevantsatisfactionis immediate(utilitarian
value)or in thefuture
forexample,maybe considered
(hedonicvalue).Pharmaceuticals,
utilitarianin theirinitialuse butresultin relieffrompain,which
endresult.Hereand
maybe viewedas a gratifyingandpleasurable
to both
elsewhere,a givenproductcategorypotentiallycontributes
typesof customervalue.

toward a particularfavoredbrandmay be greaterwhen the
utilitarianvalue in the productcategory is high in terms of
tangible productattributes,such as quality or convenience.
In contrast,in the experientialparadigm,consumerbehavior
pursues the more subjective, emotional, and symbolic
aspects of consumption (e.g., Hirschman and Holbrook
1982; Holbrookand Hirschman1982). More hedonic products have nontangible, symbolic benefits and are likely to
encouragea greaterpotentialfor positive brandaffect. When
the emotional elements of pleasureare high and positive for
a product category, consumers should experience more
favorableaffect towardthe brandconsumed.
Allowing for these kinds of relationshipshelps control
for that part of the trustingor affective response to a brand
that depends on the productcategory itself ratherthan the
brand alone. Some of the benefits of a brand may indeed
accrue from the productcategory it belongs to, and accordingly we control for both hedonic and utilitarianaspects of
products,which may account for certain tangible and nontangible aspects of brands.This helps ensure that whatever
brand-relatedeffects appear in this study are due to the
brandand not to its product-categorycharacteristics.

Method
The Unitof Analysis
This study used brands,ratherthan individuals,as the units
of observation.This approach,which aggregatesacross consumers to produce scores for (in this case) brandsor (elsewhere) advertisements(Holbrook and Batra 1987; Olney,
Holbrook, and Batra 1991; Smith and Park 1992; Stewart
and Furse 1986), avoids the pitfalls of experimentalmanipulations that examine only two or a few cases across people
(thereby giving rise to alternativehypotheses) while carrying greatersignificance for practitioners(who must consider
the effects of their decisions on individualbrands).

IndependentMeasures
The aggregate-level,brand-specificdata for the study were
compiled from three separate surveys conducted in three
phases. Collecting these responses independentlyfor almost
everystage in the modelensuresthatlinkagesbetweenany two
variablesarenot artifactsof consistencybias due to askingthe
same respondentsto provideboth sets of answersin a single
questionnaire.The use of threeseparatesamplesguardsagainst
this kindof consistencybias andtherebyprovidesa morevalid
test of the key relationships(HolbrookandBatra1987;Olney,
Holbrook,and Batra1991;Smithand Park1992).
In Phase 1, the dataon utilitarianand hedonicvalue were
collected in the form of product-leveldata (i.e., ratings of
productcategories that pertainto the particularbrandssurveyed later in Phases 2 and 3). Note that no brand-specific
datawere collected in Phase 1. In Phase2, measuresof brand
performance(marketshare,relativeprice)were obtainedfrom
a survey of productmanagers.In Phase 3, the data on brand
trust,brandaffect, and brandloyalty were gatheredby a survey of consumerswho were usersof the brandsin the study.
Phases 2 and 3 were completed during a three-month
period in the year immediately following Phase 1. The
aggregate-leveldata generatedduringeach phase were then
The Role of BrandLoyalty/ 85

merged to form a single brand-specificdataset for the study.
Details regardingthe proceduresand measures used in the
three phases are describedin the remainderof this section.

Phase 1
Data collection. A sample of 146 products was randomly selected from the StandardIndustrialClassification
(SIC) manual(1987). Four-digitSIC codes were selected at
randomfrom the manual'sindex of manufacturingand nonmanufacturingindustries.Next, a specific subdivision was
randomlyselected from withineach industry,and its good or
service was taken as a unit of observation.Industrialproducts were not included in the selection, so that commonly
known brandsfor consumer productscould be surveyed in
the later phases of data collection. As discussed subsequently, the final data set consisted of 107 brandsin 41 of
these productcategories.
A field survey of 30 actualusers was conductedfor each
of the 146 products, requiringan overall sample of 30 x
146 = 4380 respondents(mean age = 32.2 years). Respondents were first asked if they were users of the good or service and, if thus qualified,were then invitedto participate.If
they agreed, they were shown the survey and asked to complete it. Reasons for nonparticipationwere mostly either
nonusage of the productor lack of time to complete the survey. Overall, 11,139 total approaches were made in the
NortheasternUnited States, mostly in Massachusetts,Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey. Insofar as possible,
surveys were conducted at places where the product was
consumed or purchased.Thus, for example, the surveys for
hair tonics were conducted at a hairstyling salon, potato
chips at a grocery store, electric fans at the appliancesection
of a departmentstore, and so forth.
The surveys consisted of a self-administeredpaper-andpencil questionnairethatcontainedthe scales for the measures
relevantto the presentstudy and for some othermeasuresnot
relevantto this study.The surveysbeganwith an introductory
statement that asked respondentsto administertheir own
responses,assuredthem of confidentiality,and so forth.This
was followed by the measuresand a requestfor demographic
information.The surveys were distributedand immediately
collected by 49 college studentsenrolledin two sectionsof an
upper-levelmarketingcourse at a private universityin the
NortheasternUnited States.The studentsvolunteeredfor the
task (in place of completingalternativeclass assignments)and
receivedcoursecrediton successfulcollectionof 30 consumer
interviewsfor each of threeproductcategories(i.e., 90 completedresponsesper student).Theirworkwas carefullysupervised, andthey were well rehearsedin the proceduresto be followed in the distributionandcollectionof the questionnaires.
The individual-levelresponses of consumerswere combined to produceaggregate-levelscores by averagingacross
the 30 respondentsin each of the 146 productcategories.An
aggregate data set for a representativesample of 146 randomly selected productswas thus compiled.
Measuresofproduct-levelcontrolvariables:hedonicand
utilitarian value. Hedonic and utilitarianvalue were each
measuredon indices composed of two items accompaniedby
seven-pointscales of agreement(1 = disagree,7 = agree).For
hedonic value, the two items were "I love this product"and
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"I feel good when I use this product."For utilitarianvalue,
the two items were "I rely on this product"and "This product is a necessity for me."Coefficientalphasfor the two-item
indices were .74 (hedonic)and .95 (utilitarian),respectively.

Phase 2
Data collection. Of the original 146 productsin Phase 1,
50 were included in Phase 2 by virtue of (1) having easily
identifiablebrandedalternativesand (2) representingcommonly used offeringsfor which it would be feasible to locate
30 users of a brandin Phase 3. Questionnaireswere mailed
to productmanagersof 372 brandsin these 50 productcategories.3Only one managerwas used for each brand.Three
weeks later, a second mailing was sent out. A personalized
cover letter stating the academic purpose of the study and
promisingabsolute confidentialitywas enclosed. Follow-up
personal telephone calls were made to encourage participants to complete the survey. Through this approach, 160
completed surveys were obtained, for a response rate of
43%, which was judged quite satisfactory,given the sensitivity of the data requested.
Despite this healthyresponserate,it was importantto rule
out nonresponsebias. In this connection,42 of the original50
productcategorieswere representedin the returnedsurveys.
The eight productsthatwere not representedincludedcanned
soft drinks,shampoos,synthetic sweeteners,ballpointpens,
women's underwear,cigarettes,flashlights,and razorblades.
Our best efforts to contact these managersand to persuade
them to completethe surveyswere not successful.In general,
we were told that the informationwas confidentialand not
publicly available. The eight product categories appear to
group together as frequentlypurchasedand widely distributed consumergoods. Therefore,their absence was likely to
be compensatedby the large numberof similarproductsthat
remained in the data set (e.g., bottled iced tea, hair tonic,
candy, coffee, hosiery, laundrysoap, chewing gum, suntan
lotion, cereal, bacon, beer, margarine,ice cream).A full list
of productcategoriesin the final data set appearsin Table 1.
In general,this table reveals a wide representationof brands
drawnfrom a varietyof productcategories.
Care was also taken that the sample was not biased
toward any one viewpoint or opinion. For example, bias
could resultfrom managerswith poor outcome measuresfor
their brandsnot respondingto the survey.However,examinationof sample statisticson brandoutcomes shows thatthe
sample contains a substantialrepresentationof brandswith
both low and high scores.
Finally, the sample was split into early and late respondents (Armstrongand Overton 1977). The two were comparedin termsof the key brandperformanceoutcomes, market share and relative price. This comparison showed no
difference in means or variancesbetween the early and late
3Thesebrandswerederivedfroman extensivesearchthrough
both secondaryinformationsourcesand personalobservationat
pointsof purchasefor eachof the 50 relevantproductcategories.
of the dataprovidedby the productmanagersin the
Examination
finaldataset revealsthat79%of the brandswerenationallydisof the brandswereregionally
tributedin 50 states.Theremainder
brands.No dealerbrandswere used in the
or locallydistributed
study.

TABLE1
Products in the Study
Macaroni(3)
Personal computers (3)
Hotels (3)
Women's handbags (3)
Men's underwear(1)
Chewing gum (3)
Potato chips (1)
Mattresses (3)
Hairtonic (1)
Analgesics (3)
Cameras (3)
Margarine(2)
Electricfans (3)
Ice cream (3)
Salad dressing (1)
Cottage cheese (1)
Microbrews(3)
Suntan lotion(3)
Children'swear (3)
Laundrysoap (3)
Room air conditioners(2)
Cereal (3)
Microwaveovens (3)
Vegetable cooking oil (2)
Golfclubs (3)
Perfume (3)
Kitchenutensils (3)
Bacon (3)
Barbecue grills(3)
Boys/men's slacks (1)
Bottlediced tea (3)
Gasoline (3)
Canned fruit(3)
Cookingranges (3)
Beer (3)
Candy (3)
Trucks(3)
Coffee (3)
Automotivetires (2)
Hosiery (3)
Lightbulbs (3)
Notes:Numbersin parenthesesindicatethe numberof brandsfor
each productcategoryinthe finaldataset of 107 brands.
respondents,which furthersuggests thatnonresponsebias in
Phase 2 is unlikelyto distortthe findings of the presentstudy.
Measures: marketshare, relativeprice, and brand-level
control variables. All measures in Phase 2 were obtained
from the questionnaireresponses provided by the product
managers. Specifically, these productmanagers were asked
to define the served marketof theirbrandand answera series
of questions on this brandwhile keeping its served marketin
mind. For example, marketshare was measured by asking
respondentsdirectly for the brand'smarket share within its
served market.Relative price was constructedas the ratioof
retailpriceper unitof the brand(numerator)to the retailprice
of the brand'sleadingcompetitor(denominator).The leading
competitor was defined as the market share leader in the
productcategory.If the branditself was the marketleader,the
next strongest brandwas taken as the leading competitor.It
was deemed preferableto obtain market share and relative
price informationdirectly from the brand managers rather
than to try to obtain these data throughpublishedsecondary
sources (e.g., Market Share Reporter). Such secondary
sources do not reportall the brandsof interest to the study
and reportmarketshares from different years and different
markets. Thus, obtaining reliable secondary data on these
variables(especially relativeprice) provedto be impossible.
Furthermore, data on brand-level control variables
were also collected from the brand managers. Share of
voice was estimated as the ratio of a brand'sannual advertising expenditures to those for the entire industry (all
brands). Brand differentiation was operationalized as the
sum of two questions, which asked the managers to give
five-point ratings of (1) how different their brandwas from
all other brands in its category in terms of actual product
attributes, defined as "those features of the brand which
can be physically identified by touch, smell, sight, taste,
etc.," and (2) how different their brand was in terms of

overall perceived quality, defined to include nontangible,
psychological perceptions that consumers have about the
brand in addition to its physical attributes. Coefficient
alpha for these items was .75.

Phase 3
Data collection. Interviewsto collect dataon brandtrust,
brandaffect,and brandloyalty wereconductedby 50 students
enrolled in a senior-levelmarketresearchcourse at a private
universityin the NortheasternUnitedStates.Interviewersvolunteered for the task (again, in place of alternativeclass
assignments)and received course credit on successful completion of 30 consumerinterviewsfor each of threebrandsin
a single productcategory.One interviewerwas assigned to
each of the 50 productcategories.Interviewerswere trainedon
data collection using a mall-intercepttechnique.Their work
was carefullysupervisedandcheckedforaccuracyby random
callbacks(to telephonenumbersobtainedin the interviews).
Overall, 47 interviewerscollected data from 30 different
respondentsfor each of three brands,and two interviewers
obtained data for four brands(one interviewerwas omitted
because of errors),which resulted in a total of 149 brandsin
49 product categories represented by 149 x 30 = 4470
respondents(mean age = 35.8 years). To obtainthis sample,
interviewersmade a total of 13,386 approachesin Connecticut, Massachusetts,New Jersey, and New York.They conducted surveys mostly in shopping centers and malls. For
some products, such as barbecuegrills, this approachwas
not viable for producingactual users of the product.In these
instances, interviewers found users in places where the
productwas purchasedor consumed. For example, the barbecue grill interviewerwent to a hardwarestore to obtainthe
requisite number of users per brand. Interviews were conducted aroundthe middle of the semesterand mostly during
the midsemesterbreak.
After qualificationfor productusage and willingness to
participate, respondents were asked which brands of the
product they used. They were then interviewed with reference to the first target brandmentioned.If respondentsdid
not use any of the targeted brands from Phase 2, their
responses were taken for the brandthey did use, but these
responses were not included in the final data set, as is discussed subsequently.In this manner, a field survey of 30
actual users was conducted for each of 149 brands in 49
productcategories. The means across the 30 responses were
calculated for each item on the survey, which resulted in a
data set with 149 brandsas the units of observation.
Measures: brand trust, brand affect, and brand loyalty.
Brand trust was measured as a four-item index based on
seven-point ratings of agreement (1 = very strongly disagree, 7 = very stronglyagree) with the following four statements: "I trustthis brand,""I rely on this brand,""This is an
honest brand,"and "This brand is safe." Coefficient alpha
for this four-item index of brandtrustwas .81. Brandaffect
was measuredby the sum of three similarly rated items: "I
feel good when I use this brand,""This brand makes me
happy,"and "This brand gives me pleasure."Coefficient
alpha for brandaffect was .96. In general, brandloyalty was
measuredby agreementwith four statementsconstructedto
reflect either the purchase-relatedor attitudinalaspects of
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brand commitment (Jacoby and Chestnut 1978). Specifically, purchaseloyalty was measuredby agreementwith the
following two statements:"I will buy this brand the next
time I buy [productname]"and "I intendto keep purchasing
this brand."Coefficient alpha for purchaseloyalty was .90.
Attitudinalloyalty was measuredby two statements:"I am
committed to this brand"and "I would be willing to pay a
higher price for this brandover other brands."Coefficient
alpha for attitudinalloyalty was .83.
Note thatat least one of the measuresfor brandtrustand
brandaffect correspondsclosely to the measures cited previously for utilitarianand hedonic value. This correspondence was introducedintentionallyto control for the variance due to the product category when effects due to the
brand alone are examined. Thus, for example, we capture
the variancedue to affect towardthe productcategory with
the hedonic value item cited previously("I feel good when I
use this product"),and we separatelyestimate the variance
due to affect towardthe brandwith the brandaffect item ("I
feel good when I use this brand").As stated previously,the
product-level,category-relatedvariablesof hedonic and utilitarian value act as control variables in the sense that they
capture product-categoryeffects that might otherwise be
subsumed in the brand-leveldata. By relating the productcategory variables to the brand-levelvariables of trust and
affect, we can isolate the variance that is due to the brand
alone from the variancethat is due to the productcategory.
As a test of discriminantvalidity, Fornell and Larcker
(1981) have suggestedthatthe averagevarianceextractedfor
each constructshould be higher than the squaredcorrelation
between that constructand any other construct.To demonstratethis for the fourconstructsjust described,we conducted
a confirmatoryfactor analysis with LISREL 8.14 (Joreskog
and S6rbom 1996) using the aggregateddata for the 149
brandsin Phase 3. Fornelland Larcker's(1981) test of discriminantvalidityheld for all four constructsconsideredseparately;specifically, the largest squaredcorrelationbetween
any two of the constructswas .46, whereasthe averagevariance extractedrangedfrom .67 to .88. Accordingly,we then
summedthe relevantitemsto formmulti-itemindicesof brand
trust,brandaffect, purchaseloyalty,and attitudinalloyalty.

Final Data Set
To construct the final data set, we merged the aggregated
consumer-surveydata set (Phase 3) based on the means of

30 responses for each of 149 brandswith the data set from
the managerial survey (Phase 2) for the corresponding
brandsin the 41 productcategories covered by both sets of
responses. Next, we entered the appropriateproduct-category data (Phase 1) on hedonic and utilitarianvalue for each
brandin the dataset. This resultedin a combineddataset for
107 brands with complete observations on all variables
except, in a few cases, one or more of the final brandperformance outcomes. These brand performance variables
were not always providedby the productmanagers.In Table
1, we provide a list of the 41 productcategories in the final
data set of 107 brands (with the numberof brands in each
categoryshown parenthetically).Confidentialityagreements
with the product managers prevent us from divulging the
specific brandnames in the final data set.
In Table2, we provide the full set of correlationsamong
the constructs of interest in the study. Note that the two
brand performance outcomes, market share and relative
price, were essentially independent (r = .03, n.s.), with a
vanishinglysmall sharedvariance(r2= .0009).

Results
Pathanalysis (LISREL8.14) was used for testing the model
and hypothesesshown in Figure 1. In this path analysis, the
multipleindicatorswere summedtogetherfor each construct,
and the resultingsummatedscore was used to representthat
constructin the simultaneousequationmodel.4Pathanalysis
(LISREL8.14) testingthe proposedmodel (Figure1) resulted
in the following fit statistics:X2(18) = 20.32, p = .32, root
mean residual(RMR) = .036, goodness-of-fit index (GFI) =
.96, adjustedgoodness-of-fitindex (AGFI)= .89, normedfit
index (NFI) = .94, nonnormedfit index (NNFI) = .96, comparativefit index (CFI) = .99, incrementalfit index (IFI) =
.99. Fourteenstructuralpaths and 13 correlationswere estimatedfor the model containingthe ten constructsin Figure 1.
Three of the paths in the proposedmodel (utilitarian-4
trust, hedonic -4 trust, and differentiation-- marketshare)
were not statisticallysignificant (p < .05). These departures
usedhereis becomingcommonin
4Thepath-analytic
procedure
studiesin whicha smallsamplesize restrictsthe use of the full
structural
equationmodel.Fora similaruse of the technique,see
Li andCalantone(1998)andthe referencescitedby theseauthors
in defenseof thisapproach.

TABLE2
Correlations Among Constructs
Constructs
1. Utilitarianvalue
2. Hedonic value
3. Brandtrust
4. Brandaffect
5. Share of voice
6. Differentiation
7. Purchase loyalty
8. Attitudeloyalty
9. Marketshare
10. Relativeprice

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.00
.07
.15
-.24
-. 17
-.13
.02
-.02
-.03
-.03

1.00
.06
.30
-.07
.11
-.09
.08
-.01
.14

1.00
.66
.04
.04
.63
.52
.19
.17

1.00
-.05
.07
.55
.51
.08
.05

1.00
.06
.03
-.03
.35
.33

1.00
-.03
-.03
.02
.31

1.00
.64
.22
.12

1.00
.12
.22

1.00
.03

1.00
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from the model refer to relationshipsinvolving control variables not representedby H1 to H4 (i.e., not of specific theoretical interest in the present study). The statistically nonsignificantX2 indicatesa good fit of the model with the data,
and the otherindices of fit furtherconfirmthis. Note thatthe
final model explained 16% of the variancein marketshare
and 24% of the variancein relative price, respectively.
Standardizedpath coefficients for the model appear in
Table 3, which shows that the results support all four

TABLE3
Standardized Path Coefficients
Hypothesis

Coefficient

Hia
Hlb
H2a
H2b
H3
H4

.46
.33
.25
.30
.21
.21

HypothesizedLinks

Brand trust -> purchase loyalty
Brand trust -- attitudinal loyalty
Brand affect -- purchase loyalty
Brand affect - attitudinal loyalty
Purchase loyalty -- market share
Attitudinal loyalty -- relative price

Control Variables
Utilitarianvalue -- brand affect
Hedonic value -- brand affect
Share of voice - market share
Share of voice -- relative price
Differentiation -4 relative price

-.26
.32
.35
.32
.27

Notes:Allcoefficientsare significant
(t-value> 1.96,p < .05).

hypotheses at p < .05 or better.As diagrammedin Figure 2,
these results also indicate that brandtrust and brandaffect
are both indirectlyrelatedto marketshareand relativeprice,
and the indirect linkage occurs through the constructs of
purchase loyalty and attitudinalloyalty. Note also that as
expected the two components of loyalty have different outcomes in terms of brand performance. Purchase loyalty
explains marketshare but not relative price, whereas attitudinal loyalty explains relativeprice but not marketshare.
To check for reverse causality, we also tested a nonrecursive model thatfreed the pathsfrom marketshareback to
purchase loyalty and from relative price back to attitudinal
loyalty. Both feedbackeffects were nonsignificant(t-value <
1.96, p > .05).
To determine the robustnessof the model to variations
among specific groups of products,we ran the same model
on durable and nondurableproduct categories within the
final data set. Pathanalysis (LISREL8.14) to test the model
for durable productcategories resulted in the following fit
statistics: X2(18) = 34.34, RMR = .05, GFI = .94, AGFI =
.82, NFI = .92, NNFI = .89, CFI = .96, IFI = .96. With the
exception of H2aand H2b,all hypotheses in the study were
supportedagain. Only the paths from brandaffect to attitudinal and purchase loyalty were not significant at p < .05.
However, both paths were positive in direction,as hypothesized. It appearslikely that with a largersample of products,
these relationshipswould become significant.
Path analysis (LISREL 8.14) was also used to test the
model for nondurableproductcategories and resultedin the

FIGURE2
Significant Paths and Correlations
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following fit statistics:X2(18)= 50.45, RMR= .06, GFI = .92,
AGFI= .75, NFI= .87, NNFI = .76, CFI= .90, IFI= .91. Here,
two of the six hypothesizedpaths(Hlb and H3;brandtrustattitudinalloyalty and purchaseloyalty - marketshare)had
standardizedcoefficientsof .15 but were not significantatp <
.05. However,both pathsagain were positive in direction,as
hypothesized,and it seems likely that with a largersample
size, these relationshipswould proveto be significant.
We furthertested the robustnessof the model by running
it separately on utilitarianand hedonic product categories
within the final data set. Pathanalysis (LISREL8.14) to test
the model for utilitarianproduct categories resulted in the
following fit statistics: X2(18) = 68.69, RMR = .06, GFI =
.90, AGFI= .69, NFI= .84, NNFI= .67, CFI= .87, IFI= .88.
All the hypotheses in the study were supported(p < .05) in
this version of the model.
The fit statistics for hedonic product categories were
X2(18)=51.94, RMR= .08, GFI= .92, AGFI= .74, NFI = .86,
NNFI = .75, CFI = .90, andIFI = .91. Threeof the six hypothesized paths(HIa,HIb, andH3;brandtrust- purchaseloyalty,
brandtrust- attitudinalloyalty,andpurchaseloyalty- market share)were not significantat p < .05. However,all paths
were positive in direction, as hypothesized,and would be
expectedto become significantwith largersamplesizes.
In summary,we are confidentthatthe model also applies
at the level of more specific productcategories,perhapswith
a need for some variationsin the paths included(to be determined in furtherresearch).Such deviations from the norm
when testing for segments within the overall "population"of
productcategories are not uncommon (for a vivid description of the issue, see Wells 1993). However,pending further
research,they do not appearto pose a serious threatto the
validity of the presentfindings.

Discussion
Empirical Findings
Almost all conceptualizationsof brandequity agree that the
phenomenoninvolves the value addedto an offering by consumers' perceptions of and associations with a particular
brand name (Aaker 1996; Baldinger 1990; Baldinger and
Rubinson 1996; Bello and Holbrook 1995; Dyson, Farr,and
Hollis 1996; Holbrook 1992; Keller 1993; Park and Srinivasan 1994; Winters 1991; see also the special issue of the
Journal of Advertising Research [1997] on brand equity).
Therefore,there are two aspects to brandequity-from the
viewpoints of the firm and the consumer.The firm-related
side of brand equity emphasizes such brand-relatedoutcomes as relativeprice and marketshare,whereascustomerbased brandequity appearsto hinge at its core on psychological associations with the brand (Keller 1993, p. 1).
Furthermore,several authorshave suggested that these psychological associations with a brandname accountfor brand
equity outcomes such as greatermarketshareor differential
consumerresponses to marketing-mixvariablessuch as relative price (Aaker 1996; Baldinger and Rubinson 1996;
Bello and Holbrook 1995; Keller 1993; Smith and Park
1992). It also has been noted that brandswith high market
share tend to have high levels of repeat purchase among
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their users (Ehrenberg,Barnard,and Scriven 1997; Ehrenberg, Goodhardt,and Barwise 1990). However,in this large
and growing literature,the role that brand trust and brand
affect play in the creation of brandloyalty as a determinant
of brandequity outcomes has not been explicitly considered.
In the latterconnection,our findings suggest that brandtrust
and brand affect are separate constructs that combine to
determine two different types of brand loyalty-purchase
loyalty and attitudinalloyalty-which in turninfluence such
outcome-relatedaspects of brandequity as marketshareand
relative price, respectively.
This conceptualization has been corroboratedby our
empirical results, in which very different outcomes were
evidenced for brand trust and brand affect as opposed to
brand loyalty. Although brand trust and brand affect were
each directly relatedto both purchaseand attitudinalloyalty
(Table 3), they were indirectly related to market share and
relative price. Specifically,brandtrustand brandaffect contributed to both purchase loyalty and attitudinal loyalty,
which in turn contributedsignificantly to marketshare and
relative price, respectively.From this, it follows that brand
loyalty may be viewed as a link in the chain of effects that
indirectly connects brand trust and brand affect with the
marketperformanceaspects of brandequity.
Brandtrust,brandaffect, and brandloyalty are also relevant constructs in the relationship marketing literature,
which considers trustand commitmentor loyalty to be "key
mediating variables"in relational exchanges (Morgan and
Hunt 1994). As contributorsto brandloyalty,brandtrustand
brand affect have distinct antecedents. In this connection,
our results show that differentproduct-categorycharacteristics influence brand trust and brand affect differently. For
example, hedonic value in the productcategory was significantly and positively relatedto brandaffect. Conversely,the
utilitarian value of the product category was significantly
but negatively related to brandaffect. In summary,we find
that every level in our model (Figure 1) is necessary to
understandfully the chain of effects from the product-level,
category-relatedcontrol variables at one end to the brand
performanceoutcomes at the other.
Although they are not of theoretical interest to the present study,some of the nonhypothesizedfindings relevantto
the purely endogenous variables,marketshare and relative
price, bear repeating.For example, the lack of any correlation between marketshareand relativeprice is an interesting
finding. Perhapsthis relationshipis moderatedby othervariables. Also, it appearsfrom the findings that branddifferentiation does not lead to greater marketshare for the brand
but does influence the brand'srelativeprice.
Managerial Implications
One goal of ourstudywas to explorethe relationshipbetween
the concepts of brandloyalty (purchaseloyalty and attitudinal loyalty) and firm-levelbrandoutcomes (marketshareand
relativeprice) in ways that would tie the roles of brandtrust
and brandaffect to the overallstructureof brandequity.If the
relevantrelationshipscan be replicatedin other studies,measures of these constructscan be includedin our assortmentof
brand valuationtechniques (Keller 1993). Accordingly, the
results tentativelyencourage managersto include measures

of brandtrust,brandaffect, purchaseloyalty, and attitudinal
loyalty in performingbrandvaluationanalysis.Ourstudy has
shown the potential importanceof brandloyalty in general
and as a link in the determinationof brandperformanceoutcomes in particular,while also providingsome useful measures of the construct.These measuresappearto be reliable
and valid predictorsof brandperformanceoutcomes. With
more work, it should be possible to arriveat even betterbrand
loyalty indices, which can then be combined for use as one
among other crucial methodsof brandvaluation.
Also, marketingmanagerscan interpretthese results as
helpingto justify expenditureson design,communication,and
merchandisingstrategiesthatcreatesuch long-termeffects on
consumersas brandtrust,brandaffect,andbrandloyaltyinsofar as these consumer-levelconstructscontributeto profitable
brandperformanceoutcomes. Moreover,as we better relate
the consumerand marketlevels on which brandsperform,our
overallunderstandingof the antecedentsto brandperformance
should improve,which will lead to moreeffective marketingmix strategies.Brandcommunicationstrategiesmight also be
designed with special regardto the product-level,categoryrelateddeterminantsof brandoutcomes.Forexample, understandingthat favorablebrandaffect may be moreprevalentin
certainproductcategories-those associatedwith low utilitarian value and high hedonic value-suggests differentadvertising themes and strategiesfor these productcategories.
Our study has distinguished among brand trust, brand
affect, and brand loyalty while also suggesting that brand
loyalty includes componentsrelatedto both repeatpurchase
and attitudinalcommitment(Jacobyand Kyner 1973). Thus,
the results provide managers with evidence for theories of
both double jeopardy (throughpurchaseloyalty) and brand
equity (through attitudinalloyalty). On the one hand, the
evidence suggests that higher brandtrust and brandaffect,
working through higher purchaseloyalty to the brand,lead
to sales-related brand outcomes such as market share. On
the other hand, the evidence also suggests that brand trust
and brandaffect, working throughattitudinalloyalty, lead to
premium-relatedoutcomes such as higher relative prices in
the marketplace.Most important,there is evidence from this
study thatbrandtrustand affect are only indirectlyrelatedto
market share and relative price through their combined
impacts on purchase loyalty and attitudinalloyalty, respectively (Table 3 and Figure 2). Thus, in both cases, the roles
of brandloyalty in general and of its attitudinalor purchaserelatedaspects in particularare critical in understandingthe
contrastingbrandperformanceoutcomes.
Limitations and Further Research
As previouslydiscussed at length,the resultsof this study are
largely in accord with our theoreticalexpectations.However,
as in any study, furtherresearch is needed to replicate and
extend our findings. In general, these findings should be
replicated with different productcategories and brands.To
assess the generalizabilityof the model, we have provided
fairlyconsistentresultsfor differentproductcategories.Studies on other productclasses, such as luxurygoods, services,
and impulse purchases, might reveal findings that corroborate or extend our approach.Also, the presentstudy did not
examine such personal factorsas productinvolvement,vari-

ety seeking, impulsiveness,and so forth.Such individualdifferences or consumer-basedsegmentationvariables should
be incorporatedin future studies. Overall, we still need to
develop a more detailed understandingof the relationship
between brandloyalty and othermarketing-relatedvariables.
Furthermore,additionalmeasures of brand trust, brand
affect, purchase loyalty, and attitudinalloyalty should be
developed,which would lead to a betterexplanationof brand
performanceoutcomes.Despitethe importanceof theconcept,
brandloyaltymeasurementhas not flourishedin the marketing
literature.For example, there is only one brandloyalty scale
includedin the 1305 pages of theMarketingScales Handbook
(Brunerand Hensel 1992) publishedby theAmericanMarketing Association,and that lone scale is specific to soft drinks.
Scales for both types of brandloyalty (purchaseand attitudinal) exist (for some examples,see JacobyandChestnut1978),
but they generally are not used in conjunction with one
another.Mostoften, we measurebrandloyalty-neglecting its
attitudinalcomponent-according to the past purchasingpatternsof consumers.The presentstudyhas moved towardconsidering both purchaseand attitudinalloyalty, but there is
room for furtherdevelopmentin that directionand beyond.
Similarly,in additionto ourmeasuresof marketshareand relative price, other brandperformanceoutcomes, such as the
brand'sdirectcontributionto profits,shouldbe assessed.
Our aggregate-levelmodel using brandsas the units of
analysis has depicted paths from purchaseloyalty to market
share and from attitudinalloyalty to relative price. We also
checked for possible feedback paths from the brandperformance outcomes to the two componentsof brandloyalty.As
mentionedin the "Results"section, we found these feedback
effects to be nonsignificantin our data. However,such nonrecursive effects might emerge when people rather than
brands are used as the units of analysis. In other words,
reversecausality is always a possibility and should continue
to be considered in future studies that use differentmethodological designs. Forexample, we have suggested thatbrand
trustand brandaffect are key determinantsof brandloyalty,
but this does not preclude the possibility that continuous
brandloyalty in turn may also create additionalbrandtrust
and brandaffect. Indeed, it is likely that studies over time
will find that these relationshipsare ongoing and reciprocal.
Finally and perhaps foremost, we recognize that other
determinantsof brand loyalty and performanceoutcomes
might supplementthe variablesincludedhere. In the present
study, 16%of the variancein marketshare and 24% of the
variancein relativepricewereaccountedfor.This leaves room
for potentialimprovementsin explanatorypowerachievedby
more comprehensive models. As researchers increasingly
probe the area of relationalexchanges between brandsand
their consumers (Fournier 1998), other constructs that are
prevalentin the literatureon interpersonalrelationships,such
as similarity,attraction,love, familiarity,or power,should be
examined for their potential relevance to brand loyalty and
brandoutcomes (e.g., Ahuvia 1999). Also, topics such as sex
differencesin the developmentof these constructsshould be
explored in studies that use group-levelbrandscores as the
units of analysis.We have shown that brandtrustand brand
affect may differaccordingto the type of product,butdo men
and women also differ in theirresponsesto brandsor in their
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subsequentbrandloyalty?Furthermore,additionalaspectsof
brandaffectaboundwith researchpotential.Forexample,now
thatthe role of emotionshas been energeticallyresearchedin
advertisingstudiesrelatedto marketingand consumerbehav-

ior, there remainsa need to examine emotional experiences
that arise from other product-and brand-relatedaspects of
consumption(Holbrook1995, p. 14; Mano and Oliver 1993).
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